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On the Ionization Curve of Methane. 425 

Process (1). But a partial separation of the gases has been 
effeeted. What  Lord Rayleigh proves is therefore, if you 
complete the cycle, not inconsistent with the truth of my state- 
ment. What  he says happens in the operation which he 
performs does in fact happen~ but the work which, as he says, 
is spent was gained in the first operation of the cycle, of 
which he makes no mention. ~ o  work is done in the com- 
plete cycle, unless in Process (1), which consists in the passage 
o~ molecules along a level snrfkce fi'om the same pressure to 
the same pressure. 

X X X I X .  The Ionizatio~ C.rve of Metha~e. B j  W.  H. 
BR~-GG, ~I[.A., ~:R.S., ~lder Jg~ofessor of Mathematics and 
Ph~jsics in the University of Adelalde, andW. T. COOKE,f).Sc*. 

I T has been shown by one of us (Bragg, Phil. Mag. April 
1907) that the loss of energy experienced by the a par- 

ticle in crossing an atom depends, in some cases at least, on 
the speed of the particle. When the atoln is a heavy one 
there is rather more loss of energy at the higher speeds. 
This is true of almninimn, tin~ silver, and gold, in comt)~rison 
with each other and with air. 

I t  was of some importance to determine whether the prin- 
ciple extended to gases also, and the great difference between 
the weights of the N and O atoms, on the one hand, and the 
t t  atom on the other, seemed likely to furnish a good oppor- 
tunity of settling the question. The ranges of the various 
a particles in hydrogen itself were too long for the apparatus 
at our disposal. We therefore prepared some methane (CIt4), 
since this gas contains a large proportion of hydrogen, and 
has a convenient stopping-power. The details of the prepa- 
ration are given below. 

The accompanying figure shows the curve which was 
obtained as the result of the experiment. An air curve is 
also drawn in the figure so as to make it easy to compare 
the various ranges in the two gases. The pressure and tem- 
perature of the air were adjusted so that the ranges of the 
a particle from radium itself were the same in both. 

I t  will be seen that the ranges of the other three a particles 
do not quite correspond. The more energetic particles go 
further in methane than in air : thus showing that the ratio 
of the stopping-power of methane to that of air increases 
somewhat as the speed of the particle diminishes. In other 
words, fast a particles are less stopped by methane than sh)w 
ones, if air is taken as the standard of comparison. This 

* Communicated'by the Authors. From ~Transacticns of the l~oval 
Society of South Australia,' vol. xxxi. 1907. 
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426 Prof. Bragg and Dr. Cooke on the 

result agrees with, and is an extension of, the principle 
established in the paper already quoted. 

It  is interesting to see that~ as a consequence, the four 
steps of the ionization curve are more clearly shown in methane 
than in air; in particu]ar, the portions due to RaA and the 
emanation arc very well separated. 

The stopping-power of methane, compared to air, is "860 
for I~aC and "880 for RaA. This seems to show that the 
stopping-power of H is rather lower than the value previously 
given; but the exact determination depends on the value 
adopted for the carbon atom, which is at present the subject 
of investigation. 

The total ionization in methane was found to be 1"165 
times greater than in air. Initial recombination effects were 
small, probably less than in air: experiments on this point 
are not yet complete. 

.Preparation of tile z~[ethane. 

The gas was prepared by acting" on an almninium-mercury 
couple with a mixture of methyl alcohol and methyl iodide, 
following the directions of Bone and Wheeler (J. C. S. Trans. 
1902, p. 54I). These authors freed the methane from the 
hydrogen present as an impurity by passing the gases over 
~' oxidized" palladium warmed to 100 ~ C. Charitschkaff, 
however, states (J.  C. S., A it. 1903, p. 186) that when 
mixture of hydrogen and methane is passed over palladinized 
asbestos not only does the hydrogen burn, but also some 
methane. 

In our experiment the gases issuing from the generator 
were passed first through two vessels immersed in alcohol 
which had been cooled to its freezing-point, roughly i60 ~ T. 
This cooling served to condense the vapours of iodide and 
alcohol, and to remove also any higher hydrocarbons which 
might have been formed. 

The mixture of methane and hydrogen passed secondly 
through two vessels cooled in liquid'air. In these vessels the 
methane condensed to a colourless liquid, while the hydrogen 
passed on and was neglected. 

After sufficient methane had liquefied communication 
between the first and second pair of cooling vessels was cut 
ot~, and the methane allowed to evaporate into a mercury gas- 
holder. The methane was then reeondensed as far as possible 
by again cooling the vessels in liquid air. Part of the 
methane was then allowed to evaporate into the gasholder, 
and the gas coming off was pmnped away. This partial 
evaporation was repeated, and a second portion of gas re- 
moved. In this way the hydrogen remaining in the con- 
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Ionization Curve of Methat~e. 427 

nectiug tubes, or dissolved in the methane, was removed. 
The methane remaining showed a vapour pressure of about 
150 mm. of mercury. As far as can be gathered from the 
figures available, this pressure corresponds to that given by 
methane at the temperature of liquid air,  say 90 ~ T. 

/ 

, T  

'2- 

w 

Evidently the gas was quite pure. A determination of its 
density gave the value "552, taking air as unity. This figure 
is almost identical with the calculated value, ~[hich is "553. 
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